
Send a wee bit of Scotland to your 
employees, clients and customers.



HELLO - FÁILTE - FIT LIKE? - AWRITE!

Welcome to The Scot Box! We offer boxes full Welcome to The Scot Box! We offer boxes full 
of Scotland’s favourite and most iconic treats. 
We began with the aim of gathering Scotland’s 
most loved snacks and delivering these to 
Scottish expats who were missing a taste of 
Scotland. We have shipped within the UK and 
all over the world to the US, Canada, Australia, 
New Zealand, Asia and even the Falkland 
Islands! 

We have also worked with several companies We have also worked with several companies 
in Scotland and in the US, helping them send 
bespoke boxes to their employees, colleagues 
and their clients. A simple way to show thanks 
to your hard working employees. Perhaps you 
have loyal clients who have stuck by you 
through the pandemic or colleagues overseas 
who would love a taste of Scotland! We 
can work with you to create a 
brilliant token of 
appreciation. 



BESPOKE BOXES

We have a full range of boxes on our website, 
however we know that you may want to alter 
a current box or completely create your own.

We are not limited to the stock on the website, We are not limited to the stock on the website, 
therefore we are happy to talk about your 
requirements and we will ensure we do what 
we can to make your box unique to your 
company. For example we have a company who 
provides cinema experiences and so was 
interested in the Night At The Pictures Box, 
but with a few snack alterations and additions 
of their branded products.

From a small personal gi to a larger box for a 
team of people, we can do it all. We will take 
care of everything from start to shipping! 



SUPPLIERS

We stock iconic Scottish brands such as We stock iconic Scottish brands such as 
Tunnocks, Walkers Shortbread, Irn Bru, Bon 
Accord Drinks, Mackies of Scotland Crisps and 
Lee’s of Scotland but we also have extensive 
contacts with independent Scottish makers 
who provide us with greeting cards, fudge, 
tablet, chocolate, shortbread, tea, coffee and 
more! 

Therefore, we can put together a box 
supporting smaller, independent makers too. 

Likewise, should you wish for a more luxury 
Scottish produce, we would be happy to work 
on that with you too. 

If you are wondering if we could include a If you are wondering if we could include a 
particular item for you, the best thing to 
do is get in touch to find out!



BRANDING & PRINTING SERVICES

Each package can contain your signature 
branding. 

We can print logo stickers to place on the box We can print logo stickers to place on the box 
and other branding accessories such as tissue 
paper, pens, USB’s and compliment slips which 
can be included in each package. 

We will take care of all from design to printing 
for a hassle free experience. 

If you would like suggestions on branded If you would like suggestions on branded 
products for your boxes, please get in touch.



PRICING

You can see the price of individual boxes on 
our website. However, bespoke boxes will be 
priced individually and can be priced to your 
budget. We also offer bulk discounts for larger 
orders and FREE UK Shipping. 

DELIVERYDELIVERY

Free local drop off or Free UK Shipping with 
Royal Mail. International Express shipping 
with DHL Express. 

Destinations include but are not limited to: Destinations include but are not limited to: 
USA, Canada, Australia, New Zealand, Asia, 
United Emirates. We can deliver to some 
remote areas places therefore, please don’t 
hesitate to enquire about a particular 
destination. 



"At Entourage Golf, our product is Scotland itself as a tourist destination. Our business 
relationship with Scot Box has been very efficient from its inception. It has without doubt, 
helped us grow our business and the we are seeing a return in the investment we have made. 

The custom work to put our brand first and above their own is proof that the team at Scot 
Box are helping us achieve our goals in ordering these great corporate gis. Those that 

receive our packages include suppliers, prospective clients, loyal clients and other thank yous 
to those we work with.

We work with Scots around the world and it is nice to give them a taste and reminder of We work with Scots around the world and it is nice to give them a taste and reminder of 
home. However, it is also an introduction for new clients of what they can expect when 

coming to Scotland. That versatility is very useful for our clientele. 

The offers from Scot Box are unique and it doesn’t fall into the standard corporate gi. It can 
be shared with client’s colleagues, families or just kept for themselves (the greedy ones). 

Therefore, our brand stands out and we are known for being more creative.

The service has been responsive and professional. The ability to track where the package is The service has been responsive and professional. The ability to track where the package is 
lets us know when to follow up with those who are receiving our gi box. This is an 

important part of sales process and for building our network."
 

Jordan Whyte - Entourage Golf

TESTIMONIAL



Contact Us:

thescotboxsweets@gmail.com
www.thescot-box.com


